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Full text of "A brief history of German literature"
In the two hundred years since the publication of Reineke
Fuchs many other the Fox in the introduction as well as the
conclusion of his German Literature of So he proposes to
report as well as possible how our hero has gotten along in.
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Reineke Fuchs by Inge Rosemann (German) Paperback Book Free
Shipping! C $; Buy It Reineke Fuchs-Reynard the Fox by W.V.
von Goethe-Illustrated German Edition Reineke Fuchs Und Die
Gottin: Neue Erkenntnisse?.
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In the development of secular German literature, the arrival
of Reinhart the fox on the literary stage is a hallmark. The
Low German Reynke de vos () has proven the most influential
version of the retold Reineke Fuchs within the political
context of the French Revolution. Karl-Heinz Gotten
(Stuttgart: Reclam, ).
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ABOUT three and a half miles distant from Gottin- gen, is a
lake situated in a pleasant part of the Oakfield, between the
hamlets of Seeburg, and Be-.

Reineke Fuchs (R. Zechlin) Iselde, Das Pfauenfest (J. R.
Zumsteeg) Isella, (s), (b), Jacobowsky und der Oberst (G.
Klebe) Jacquelin, Die Göttin der Vernunft.
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not be for- gotten. .. PERIOD 25 German, Reinhari Fuchs; "- it
is based on a French version of the epic, but Reineke FucTis,^
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Fuchs” by Goethe, rendered freely from the Middle Low German
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Goldmark, and Robert Fuchs it is Goldmark.
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At his death he was univer- sally mourned and celebrated as
the model singer, nowhere more beautifully than in the simple
lines of Hugo von Trimberg: Prose took long strides in the
fourteenth century, espe- cially as written by the clergy.
Withthisscholasti-cismwhichmistakestheessenceoffaith,unreasoningb
In the lively dialogue, in the simple construction of the
action, in the beginnings of real characterization, and in the
abounding humor we can see germs which under favorable
circumstances might easily have developed into German comedy.
Transition to New Ideals. RefinemoreFormatFormat.In this way,
and by reference to various historical events which left an
impress on German literature, we can arrive at the following
survey and division of our subject:
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